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(54) METHOD FOR MANAGING LINK FAILURE OF USER EQUIPMENT SIMULTANEOUSLY 
CONNECTED TO MULTIPLE RATS AND DEVICE FOR PERFORMING SAME

(57) A method for managing link failure, according to
one embodiment of the present invention, comprises the
steps of: receiving a link failure report (LFR) for notifying
that a link between user equipment and an base station
of a second RAT has been disassociated; requesting an
entity of a first RAT, which manages interworking be-
tween the first RAT and the second RAT, to switch a flow
of downlink data for the user equipment, which is to be
transmitted to the base station of the second RAT, to a

base station of the first RAT; establishing a direct tunnel
between the base station of the first RAT and the base
station of the second RAT by using an identifier of the
base station of the second RAT, which is included in the
LFR of the user equipment; and relaying the downlink
data for the user equipment, which has been buffered in
the base station of the second RAT up to before the switch
of the flow after the disassociation of the link, from the
base station of the second RAT to the user equipment.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to mobile commu-
nication, and more particularly, to a method for managing
link failure of a user equipment (UE) in an multi-RAT en-
vironment and a base station and UE for performing the
method.

[Background Art]

[0002] Multi-RAT in which heterogeneous communi-
cation networks are merged has been researched. For
example, a multi-RAT user equipment (UE) supports
both a cellular network and a wireless local area network
(WLAN). Such a multi-RAT UE can selectively access
any one of a plurality of RATs but cannot simultaneously
access the plurality of RATs. That is, even when a UE
has multi-RAT capabilities, the UE cannot simultaneous-
ly transmit and receive data via different RATs.
[0003] In a multi-RAT environment, when link with a
specific RAT is unpredictably disconnected while a UE
accesses the specific RAT and transmits and receives
data, the UE terminates access to the specific RA and
accesses another RAT. However, there is a problem in
that data that has been transmitted and received to and
from the specific RAT cannot be seamlessly transmitted
and received to and from another newly accessed RAT.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

[0004] An object of the present invention devised to
solve the problem lies in a method and apparatus for
seamlessly switching data flow transmitted and received
by a user equipment to another RAT in a UE that access-
es a multi-RAT when link failure for the specific RAT oc-
curs in the UE that accesses the multi-RAT.
[0005] It is to be understood that both the foregoing
general description and the following detailed description
of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory
and are intended to provide further explanation of the
invention as claimed.

[Technical Solution]

[0006] The object of the present invention can be
achieved by providing a method for managing link failure
of a user equipment (UE) that transceives data with a
base station (BS) of a second radio access technology
(RAT) by a BS of a first RAT, the method including re-
ceiving link failure report (LFR) indicating that link be-
tween the UE and the BS of the second RAT is discon-
nected, from the UE, requesting an entity of the first RAT
which manages interworking between the first RAT and
the second RAT to switch flow of downlink data of the

UE to the BS of the first RAT, the downlink data of the
UE has been transmitted to the BS of the second RAT,
establishing a direct tunnel between the BS of the first
RAT and the BS of the second RAT using an identifier
(ID) of the BS of the second RAT, included in the LFR of
the UE, and relaying downlink data of the UE, buffered
in the BS of the second RAT, from the BS of the second
RAT until the flow is switched after the link is disconnect-
ed.
[0007] In another aspect of the present invention, pro-
vided herein is a method for controlling link failure by a
user equipment (UE) that simultaneously accesses multi-
radio access technology (RAT), the method including
transmitting disassociation notification for requesting
switch of link with a base station (BS) of a second RAT
to a BS of a first RAT, to the BS of the second RAT,
transmitting link failure report (LFR) indicating that link
with the BS of the second RAT is disconnected to the BS
of the first RAT, and receiving downlink data of the UE,
buffered in the BS of the second RAT, from the BS of the
first RAT after the link is disconnected, wherein the down-
link data of the UE, buffered in the BS of the second RAT,
is received by the UE through a direct tunnel between
the BS of the first RAT and the BS of the second RAT,
established based on downlink LFR of the UE.
[0008] In another aspect of the present invention, pro-
vided herein is a base station (BS) of a first radio access
technology (RAT) for managing link failure of a user
equipment (UE) that transceives data with a base station
(BS) of a second RAT, the BS including a transceiving
module for transmitting and receiving a wired or wireless
signal, and a processor for controlling the transceiving
module, wherein the processor controls the transceiving
module to receive link failure report (LFR) indicating that
link between the UE and the BS of the second RAT is
disconnected, from the UE, to request an entity of the
first RAT which manages interworking between the first
RAT and the second RAT to switch flow of downlink data
of the UE to the BS ofthe first RAT, the downlink data of
the UE has been transmitted to the BS of the second
RAT, to establish a direct tunnel between the BS ofthe
first RAT and the BS ofthe second RAT using an identifier
(ID) of the BS of the second RAT, included in the LFR of
the UE, and to relay downlink data of the UE, buffered in
the BS of the second RAT, from the BS of the second
RAT until the flow is switched after the link is disconnect-
ed.
[0009] In another aspect of the present invention, pro-
vided herein is a user equipment (UE) that simultaneous-
ly accesses multi-radio access technology (RAT), the UE
including a radio frequency (RF) module for transmitting
and receiving a wireless signal, and a processor for con-
trolling the RF module, wherein the processor controls
the RF module to transmit disassociation notification for
requesting switch of link with a base station (BS) of a
second RAT to a BS of a first RAT, to the BS of the second
RAT, to transmit link failure report (LFR) indicating that
link with the BS of the second RAT is disconnected to
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the BS of the first RAT, and to receive downlink data of
the UE, buffered in the BS of the second RAT, from the
BS of the first RAT after the link is disconnected, and the
downlink data of the UE, buffered in the BS of the second
RAT, is received by the UE through a direct tunnel be-
tween the BS of the first RAT and the BS of the second
RAT, established based on downlink LFR of the UE.

[Advantageous Effects]

[0010] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, even if link failure for a specific RAT occurs in a
user equipment (UE) that accesses a multi-RAT, the UE
may seamlessly switch data flow transmitted and re-
ceived by the UE to another RAT so as to prevent data
loss and enhance system efficiency.
[0011] It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the
art that that the effects that could be achieved with the
present invention are not limited to what has been par-
ticularly described hereinabove and other advantages of
the present invention will be more clearly understood
from the following detailed description taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings.

[Description of Drawings]

[0012] FIGs. 1A to 1D are diagrams for explanation of
a handover procedure of an X2 interface in 3GPP LTE.

FIG. 1E is a diagram illustrating a protocol stack of
an X2 interface in 3GPP LTE.
FIGs. 2A to 2D are diagrams for explanation of an
S1 handover procedure in 3GPP LTE.
FIG. 2E is a diagram illustrating a protocol stack of
an S1 interface in 3GPP LTE.
FIG. 3A is a state diagram in IEEE 802.11.
FIG. 3B is a diagram illustrating a connection proce-
dure in IEEE 802.11.
FIGs. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating a multi-
RAT environment according to embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a method for manag-
ing link failure according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a protocol stack of an
X2b interface for generation of a direct tunnel.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a method for manag-
ing link failure according to another embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a method for manag-
ing link failure according to another embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a UE and an eNB
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

[Best Mode]

[0013] Reference will now be made in detail to the pre-
ferred embodiments of the present invention, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
The detailed description set forth below in connection
with the appended drawings is intended as a description
of exemplary embodiments and is not intended to repre-
sent the only embodiments in which the concepts ex-
plained in these embodiments can be practiced. The de-
tailed description includes details for the purpose of pro-
viding an understanding of the present invention. How-
ever, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that
these teachings may be implemented and practiced with-
out these specific details.
[0014] In some instances, well-known structures and
devices are omitted in order to avoid obscuring the con-
cepts of the present invention and the important functions
of the structures and devices are shown in block diagram
form. The same reference numbers will be used through-
out the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.
[0015] In the following description, a first RAT is a cel-
lular system or a cellular network. For example, assume
that the first RAT is a 3GPP LTE or LTE-A system. How-
ever, the first RAT may be implemented by another ar-
bitrary cellular system except for unique items of the
3GPP LTE or LTE-A system. A second RAT is a wireless
communication system or a wireless communication net-
work using a wireless communication method different
from that of the first RAT and may be a data transmission
system having coverage relatively smaller than that of
the first RAT. For example, the second RAT may be a
wireless local area network (WLAN) system such as
WLAN or Wi-Fi, but is not limited thereto.
[0016] In the following description, assume that a ter-
minal is a generic term for a mobile or fixed user-end
device such as a user equipment (UE), a mobile station
(MS), an advanced mobile station (AMS), a station (STA)
and the like. In addition, assume that a base station is a
generic name for any node, which communicates with a
terminal in a first RAT or a second RAT, such as a Node
B, an eNode B, a base station, an access point (AP) and
the like. Although a 3GPP LTE/LTE-A, an IEEE 802.16
or an IEEE 802.11 system is focused upon in the present
specification, the present invention is applicable to vari-
ous different communication systems. In the following
description, a base station of a second RAT is a generic
name for any node, which communicates with a terminal
in a second RAT, such as an AP.
[0017] In the first RAT, a UE may receive information
from a base station in downlink and transmit information
in uplink. Information transmitted or received by the UE
includes data and a variety of control information and
physical channels differ according to type and usage of
information transmitted or received by the UE.
[0018] The following embodiments of the present in-
vention can be applied to a variety of wireless access
technologies, for example, CDMA (Code Division Multi-
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ple Access), FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess), TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), OFDMA
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access), SC-
FDMA (Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess), and the like. CDMA may be embodied with radio
technology such as UTRA (Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access) or CDMA2000. TDMA may be embodied with
wireless (or radio) technology such as GSM (Global Sys-
tem for Mobile communications)/GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service)/EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM
Evolution). OFDMA may be embodied with wireless (or
radio) technology such as Institute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE 802.16
(WiMAX), IEEE 802-20, and E-UTRA (Evolved UTRA).
UTRA is a part of the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecom-
munications System). 3GPP (3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project) LTE (long term evolution) is a part of the E-
UMTS (Evolved UMTS), which uses E-UTRA. 3GPP LTE
employs OFDMA in downlink and employs the SC-FDMA
in uplink. LTE - Advanced (LTE-A) is an evolved version
of the 3GPP LTE.
[0019] It should be noted that specific terms disclosed
in the present invention are proposed for convenience of
description and better understanding of the present in-
vention, and the use of these specific terms may be
changed to another format within the technical scope or
spirit of the present invention.
[0020] FIGs. 1A to 1D are diagrams for explanation of
a handover procedure of an X2 interface in 3GPP LTE.
[0021] The X2 interface illustrated in FIG. 1E will be
briefly described.
[0022] The X2 interface is defined as an interface be-
tween eNBs in LTE. In a previous generation network,
an eNB can know state information of a neighboring eNB
only through control of a packet core node, but in an LTE
network, an eNB can transmit and receive state informa-
tion to and from neighboring eNBs through the X2 inter-
face and can also perform handover without intervention
of an evolved packet core (EPC) node.
[0023] Messages associated with a mobility manage-
ment function in the X2 interface will now be described
below.

- Handover Request: This is a message used in a
handover preparation step, is transmitted to a target
eNB by a source eNB, and includes a UE context of
a user.

- Handover Request Acknowledge: This is a message
used in a handover preparation step and is transmit-
ted to a source eNB by a target eNB when resource
allocation is successfully performed in the target
eNB.

- Handover Preparation Failure: This is a message
used in a handover preparation step and is transmit-
ted to a source eNB by a target eNB when resource
allocation fails in the target eNB.

- SN Status Transfer: This is a message used in a
handover execution step, is transmitted to a target

eNB by a source eNB, and indicates a first packet
to be transmitted and received.

- UE Context Release: This is a message used in a
handover completion and is transmitted to a source
eNB by a target eNB to request UE context release.

- Handover Cancel: This is a message used in a
handover preparation step and is transmitted to a
target eNB when a source eNB intends to cancel
proceeding handover preparation.

[0024] Referring to FIG. 1A, the X2 handover proce-
dure may include 2.Handover preparation, 3.Handover
execution, and 4. Handover completion processes.

1. Before Handover

[0025] An eNB A as a serving eNB of a UE may transmit
a measurement configuration message to the UE. The
UE may measure an adjacent cell and at least one serv-
ing cell according to the measurement configuration.
When the measurement result of a cell satisfies a report-
ing condition, the UE may transmit measurement report
to the eNB A.

2. Handover preparation

[0026] The eNB A may determine X2 handover based
on the measurement report. The eNB A may request an
eNB B as a target eNB for handover. The eNB B may
transmit ACK to handover request so as to indicate that
handover preparation is successful to the eNB A. The
eNB B may prepare to transmit a UL packet through a
UL S1 bearer and prepare to receive a DL packet through
a DL X2 bearer. A direct tunnel for forwarding the DL
packet may be generated between the eNB A and the
eNB B. FIG. 1B is a diagram illustrating a detailed pro-
cedure of the handover preparation. 5) of FIG. 1B illus-
trates generation of a UL S1 bearer. 7) of FIG. 1B illus-
trates generation of a DL X2 transport bearer through an
X2 interface between the eNB A and the eNB B.

3. Handover execution

[0027] Referring back to FIG. 1A, the eNB A may in-
struct the UE to perform handover. The UE may discon-
nect access to the eNB A and access the eNB B accord-
ing to the handover instruction. The eNB A may transmit
sequence number (SN) information of a DL/UL packet to
the eNB B. The eNB A may forward the DL packet to the
eNB B through the X2 bearer. The eNB B may buffer the
forwarded DL packet and transmit the DL packet when
the UE accesses the eNB B. FIG. 1C is a diagram illus-
trating a detailed procedure of the handover execution.
Although the UE transmits and receives DL/UL packets
through the eNB B, in reality, the DL packet is transmitted
along a path of gateway (GW)→eNB A→ eNB B→UE.
In addition, until the eNB B is successfully accessed, the
eNB B may buffer the DL packet. As illustrated in 11) of
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FIG. 1C, the eNB A may transmit a SN status transfer
message to the eNB B such that the eNB B sequentially
transmits packets. The SN status transfer message may
include DL count and UL count. The DL count may be
count of a first packet to be transmitted to the UE and
the UL count may be count of a first packet to be received
from the UE.

4. Handover completion

[0028] Referring back to FIG. 1A, the eNB B may re-
quest path change to a mobility management entity
(MME). The MME may request a system architecture ev-
olution gateway (SAE-GW) to correct the S1 bearer. The
SAE-GW may change a path to the eNB B from the eNB
A. The MME indicates the path change to the eNB B.
The eNB B may request UE context release to the eNB
A. FIG. 1D is a diagram illustrating a detailed procedure
of the handover completion. When the S1 bearer path is
changed through an interface between an MME and a
serving-GW (S-GW), the S-GW may indicate that a pack-
et transmitted to the eNB A is a last packet through an
end marker (EM) bit. The S-GW may immediately trans-
mit data after EM bit transmission to the eNB B. The eNB
B may first transmit a DL packet that is transmitted to-
gether with the EM bit to the UE and may sequentially
transmit packets received from the S-GW to the UE.
When the eNB receives a path change completion mes-
sage from the MME, the eNB B may request the eNB A
for UE context release.
[0029] When handover is completed, the eNB B be-
comes a serving eNB of the UE.
[0030] FIGs. 2A to 2D are diagrams for explanation of
an S1 handover procedure in 3GPP LTE.
[0031] An S1 interface illustrated in FIG. 2E will now
be briefly described. The S1 interface may be an interface
for connection between an eNB and an EPC, and the
eNB may communicate with an MME through S1 AP sig-
naling in a control plane and communicate with the S-
GW through a GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP) tunnel in
a user plane.
[0032] A message transmitted based on the S1 inter-
face is as follows.

- Handover Required: This is a message used in a
handover preparation step, is transmitted to an MME
by a source eNB, and includes target eNB informa-
tion and radio related information in a source cell.

- Handover Request: This is a message used in a
handover preparation step, is transmitted to a target
eNB by a MME, and includes UE context of a user.

- Handover Request Acknowledge: This is a message
used in a handover preparation step and is transmit-
ted to an MME by a target eNB when resource allo-
cation to a UE is successfully performed in the target
eNB. The target eNB may allocate and transmit a
DL S1 tunneling endpoint identifier (TEID) for an S1
bearer to be used after handover and DL S1 TEID

for an S1 bearer (indirect tunnel) to be used for DL
packet transmission during handover.

- Handover Command: This is a message used in a
handover preparation step and is transmitted to a
source eNB by an MME. Information (target C-RNTI,
target eNB AS security algorithm, DRB ID, etc.) re-
quired when a UE accesses a target eNB and UL S1
TEID allocated for an S1 bearer (indirect tunnel) to
be used for DL packet transmission during handover
of an S-GW may be transmitted.

- eNB Status Transfer: This is a message used in a
handover execution step, is transmitted to an MME
by a source eNB, and indicates a first packet to be
transmitted and received.

- MME Status Transfer: This is a message used in a
handover execution step, is transmitted to a target
eNB by an MME, and indicates a first packet to be
transmitted and received.

- Handover Notify: This is a message used in a hando-
ver completion step, is transmitted to an MME by a
target eNB, and indicates that a UE has completed
handover to a target eNB.

- UE Context Release Command: This is a message
used in a handover completion step, is transmitted
to a source eNB by an MME, and requests UE con-
text release.

- UE Context Release Complete: This is a message
used in a handover completion step, is transmitted
to an MME by a source eNB, and indicates that UE
context has been released.

[0033] FIG. 3A is a state diagram in IEEE 802.11.
[0034] Referring to FIG. 3A, the state in EEE 802.11
includes a total of four states. State 1 is Deauthenticated
and Disassociated states. State 2 is Disassociated and
Authenticated states.
[0035] FIG. 3B is a diagram illustrating a wireless local
area network (WLAN) connection procedure according
to IEEE 802.11.
[0036] Referring to FIG. 3B, a UE may scan an access
point (AP) of a WLAN positioned adjacent to the UE
(S105). A method for scanning of an AP may be classified
into passive scanning and active scanning. According to
the passive scanning, the AP may periodically transmit
a beacon frame. The UE may receive the beacon frame
and transmit a response message to the beacon frame
to the AP so as to scan the AP. According to the active
scanning, the AP may monitor a channel without trans-
mission of the beacon frame. When a UE in coverage of
the AP transmits a probe request, the AP may transmit
a probe response to the UE so as to scan the AP.
[0037] The UE may select any one of the scanned APs
(S110). The UE may synchronize an AP with the selected
AP and collect information about the selected AP. The
UE may authenticate the selected AP (S115). A method
for authenticating a UE by an AP may include open sys-
tem authentication in which an AP surely performs an
authentication procedure on an authentication request
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of the UE and shared key authentication for authenticat-
ing a UE through a shared key set for the AP. The UE
and the AP may transmit and receive an authentication
frame for authentication. Then, wireless connection be-
tween the UE and the AP may be established (S220).
The UE may transmit an association request to the AP
and the AP may allocate an association ID to the UE
through the association response.
[0038] According to a conventional method, in order to
scan an AP, the AP needs to periodically transmit a bea-
con frame (passive scanning) or needs to continuously
monitor a probe request from a UE (active scanning).
Accordingly, when the AP is turned off or is in an idle
mode, a beacon frame of the AP is not transmitted and
a probe request of the AP cannot be received, and thus
the UE cannot scan the AP according to the conventional
method.
[0039] IEEE 802.11 defines a doze mode as a power
saving mode of a UE. The doze mode is a function of
stopping an operation of a transceiver for a predeter-
mined time period when a UE does not transmit data or
there is no data to be transmitted to the UE in order to
save power of the UE. In a method for switch to a doze
method from an awake mode, a UE may specify a listen
interval in an initial association request frame so as to
switch the awake mode to the doze mode. In addition,
as necessary, after the UE transmits a null data frame
set with PM=1 and receives ACK to the null data frame,
the UE may enter the doze mode. In the doze mode, the
UE may briefly awake and check a beacon frame around
at a time point in which the UE transmits a beacon frame.
The UE may check traffic indication MAP information el-
ement (IE). In a method for switch to an awake mode
from a doze mode, when a bit corresponding to an as-
sociation ID (AID) is set to 1 in a traffic indication MAP
(TIM), the UE may awake, insert the AID of the UE into
a duration region of a power save(PS)-poll message, and
transmit the message. The AP that receives the PS-poll
frame may transmit data that is being buffered to the UE.
When the buffered frame is one or more, a more data bit
may be set to 1 to indicate that more frames are present
to the UE.
[0040] A disassociation procedure of IEEE 802.11 may
correspond to notification rather than request. When APs
need to be removed from a network, the APs need to be
disassociated from stables (or UEs). Disassociation may
be performed via transmission of a disassociation frame,
and in this regard, a disassociation frame includes a rea-
son code. The reason code is listed as follows.

- Disassociated due to inactivity
- Disassociated because AP is unable to handle all

currently associated STAs
- Disassociated because sending STA is leaving (or

has left) BSS
- Disassociated because the information in the Power

Capability element is unacceptable
- Disassociated because the information in the Sup-

ported Channels element is unacceptable
- Disassociated due to BSS Transition Management
- Disassociated because session terminated by SSP

request
- Disassociated because of lack of SSP roaming

agreement
- Disassociated for unspecified, QoS-related reason
- Disassociated because QoS AP lacks sufficient

bandwidth for this QoS STA
- Disassociated because excessive number of frames

need to be acknowledged, but are not acknowledged
due to AP transmissions and/or poor channel con-
ditions

- Disassociated because STA is transmitting outside
the limits of its TXOPs

- Previous authentication no longer valid
- Deauthenticated because sending STA is leaving (or

has left) IBSS or ESS

[0041] Prior to description of a multi-RAT environment
according to the present invention, an inter RAT technol-
ogy in a conventional multi-RAT environment will be brief-
ly described. The conventional inter RAT technology is
designed based on request of a UE and thus does not
require interworking between a wireless LAN and a cel-
lular network. A specific network server may manage
wireless LAN information and perform inter RAT hando-
ver according to request of the UE. In addition, even if
the UE can simultaneously access multi-RAT, the UE
accesses multiple RAT using a method for supporting
only flow mobility/IP-flow mapping in a network level with-
out control in a radio level.
[0042] Conventionally, a method for supporting multi-
ple RAT by a UE may include IP flow mobility (IFOM) and
multiple access PDN connectivity (MAPCON). The IFOM
is a WLAN offloading technology of a DSMIPv6-based
IP flow in 3G/WiFi seamless offload (Rel-10) of 3GPP.
The dual stack mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6) is a solution for
simultaneously supporting IPv4 and IPv6 in a UE and a
network and has been adapted because an existing IPv4
network also requires mobility support as IPv6 adaptation
has been enlarged and mobility support has been devel-
oped as a core technology due to diversity of a mobile
communication network. The IFOM is a client-based mo-
bile Internet protocol (MIP) technology for detecting mo-
bility of a UE and indicating the mobility to an agent by
the UE. As an agent for managing mobility of a mobile
node, a home agent (HA) is present, and the HA may
use a flow binding table and a binding cache table. When
the PMIPv6 is used, the IFOM may use only DSMIPv6
for the technological reason that it is difficult to manage
an IP flow unit.
[0043] The MAPCON may be a technology for simul-
taneous multiple public data network (PDN) connectivity
to different access point names (APNs), may be protocol
independent, and may use all of the PMIPv6, the GTP,
and the DSMIPv6. According to the MAPCON, all data
flows that are being transmitted through one PDN are
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moved.
[0044] This conventional technology does not require
any control connection between an AP and a cellular net-
work and is performed based on request of a UE. How-
ever, in order to enhance overall efficiency of a network
via use of multi-RAT, network-based tightly-coupled
management is required rather than being dependent
upon only request of the UE.
[0045] According to embodiments of the present inven-
tion, direct control connection may be established be-
tween different RATs so as to perform efficient and rapid
inter-RAT interworking.
[0046] FIG. 4A is a diagram showing a multi-RAT en-
vironment according to one embodiment of the present
invention.
[0047] In O, technical predefinition is necessary such
that a UE performs Wi-Fi automatic switching/simultane-
ous transmission in a state of accessing only a cellular
network. AP information management for interworking is
performed at the network level (cellular-Wi-Fi) and Wi-Fi
discovery and Wi-Fi network access are performed at
the device level (cellular-device-Wi-Fi).
[0048] P-1 to P-3 indicate Wi-Fi automatic switching
of a user plane, Wi-Fi automatic switching of a flow, Wi-
Fi automatic switching of a bearer and Wi-Fi automatic
switching of data. Definition of a procedure for, at a UE
which wishes to be connected to an AP in an idle state,
requesting state switching of the AP is necessary.
[0049] When cellular-Wi-Fi U-plane automatic switch-
ing is performed according to P-1, all data is transmitted
using Wi-Fi only. When cellular-Wi-Fi U-plane is switched
to simultaneous transmission according to P-2 and P-
3, simultaneous data transmission via Wi-Fi and cellular
network using a bandwidth segregation or aggregation
scheme is possible. Here, in bandwidth segregation, au-
tomatic switching is performed per flow (service/IP flow)
as in P-2 and different flows are transmitted via different
RATs. In P-2, automatic switching per flow may be au-
tomatic switching per one or more service/IP flow(s). That
is, switching may be performed per flow (P-2-1) or per
data radio (or EPS) bearer (P-2-2). In bandwidth aggre-
gation, the same flow may be transmitted via different
RATs in data units, as in P-3.
[0050] After Wi-Fi automatic switching has been per-
formed as in P, cellular link control based on Wi-Fi is
possible as in P. Control for cellular link paging or radio
link failure may be received via a Wi-Fi link.
[0051] FIG. 4B is a diagram showing a multi-RAT en-
vironment according to another embodiment of the
present invention. In the multi-RAT environment shown
in FIG. 4B, two different RATs are merged. Assume that
a first RAT is a cellular system (e.g., an LTE/LTE-A or
WiBro system) and a second RAT is a Wi-Fi system. The
present invention is not limited thereto. In the Multi-RAT
environment of FIG. 4B, control connection for interwork-
ing between the first and the second RAT is provided.
The control connection, for example, may be a wireless
control connection between an eNB of the first RAT and

an eNB of the second RAT or a wired control connection
through a backbone network such as P-GW(Public data
network Gateway) or EPC(Evolved Packet Core).
[0052] In order to increase overall system energy effi-
ciency, an interworking entity (hereinafter, referred to as
an IWE) of the multi-RAT may instruct Tx/Rx power of a
specific RAT to be turned on/off or control status transi-
tion of a node (e.g., AP) of the specific RAT, under specific
conditions. In an AP jamming environment, interference
mitigation between APs may also be controlled by the
IWE.
[0053] Although the IWE may be an arbitrary node lo-
cated in the first RAT, for example, the cellular network,
it is assumed that an interworking function is performed
in the following three entities. Accordingly, the IWE may
be any one of (1), (2) and (3) and the present invention
is not limited thereto.

(1) eNB -reuse of an existing entity
(2) MME - reuse of an existing entity
(3) interworking management entity (IWME) - defi-
nition of a new entity

[0054] Before the UE simultaneously accesses multi-
ple RATs, the IWE may aid the UE in selecting an optimal
RAT or AP. To this end, the IWE may collect information
on the second RAT such as Wi-Fi from the UE or the AP
in advance.
[0055] For peak throughput and data traffic offloading,
the UE may simultaneously support the first RAT and the
second RAT via multi-RAT interworking. Here, the first
RAT may be referred to as a primary network or a primary
system and the second RAT may be referred to as a
secondary network or a secondary system. For example,
the UE may be configured to simultaneously support
LTE/LTE-A and Wi-Fi (near field communication system
such as WLAN/802.11). Such UE may be referred to as
a multi-system capability UE in the present specification.
[0056] In the network structure shown in FIG. 4B, the
primary system has wider coverage and may be a net-
work for control information transmission. Examples of
the primary system include a WiMAX or LTE (LTE-A)
system. The secondary system has narrow coverage and
may be a system for data transmission. Examples of the
secondary network include a wireless local area network
system such as WLAN or Wi-Fi.
[0057] The embodiments of the present invention will
be described on the following assumptions.
[0058] An interworking function is related to an inter-
working related procedure which may occur between
eNB-UEs or eNB-APs and an IWE stores/manages AP
information. The IWE stores/manages information on
APs located in coverage thereof. Assume that the AP of
the secondary system (e.g., Wi-Fi) and the IWE of the
Primary system (e.g., LTE or WiMAX) may share neces-
sary information via a control connection. In order to en-
able the AP and the IWE to share information, the follow-
ing methods 1) to 4) may be used.
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Method 1) Wired control connection

[0059] A network interface is established via a back-
bone network.

Method 2) Wireless control connection

[0060] According to Method 2), the AP has an air in-
terface with the eNB and may be referred to as an eAP.
For example, the eAP supports an LTE protocol stack
for communication with the eNB as well as 802.11
MAC/PHY. The eAP may be regarded as an LTE UE in
a relationship with the eNB and may communicate with
the eNB.

Method 3) The AP and the IWE collect information
on each other via a server rather than via an existing
network such as an access network discovery serv-
ice function (ANDSF).

[0061] In the embodiments of the present invention,
the AP may switch the state thereof to an ON/OFF state
(or an active/idle (sleep) mode) for overall system effi-
ciency. The information on the AP, for example, state
information, may be stored and managed by the IWE. As
a method for, at the IWE, storing and managing the in-
formation on the AP, the following four methods A to D
may be used depending on by which entity of the first
RAT the IWE is implemented and the present invention
is not limited thereto.

Method A) An air interface between the eNB and the
AP is used.
The eNB controls the AP using a wireless control
connection with the AP, similarly to a general UE.
Method B) A backhaul interface between the eNB
and the AP is used.
The eNB controls the AP using a wired control con-
nection with the AP.
Method C) A control interface between the MME and
the AP is used.
The AP is controlled using a control connection be-
tween the MME and the AP (that is, the secondary
system).
Method D) A control interface between the IWME
and the AP is used.

[0062] The AP is controlled using a control connection
between the IWME and the AP (that is, the secondary
system).
[0063] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a method for
managing link failure according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0064] Referring to FIG. 5, a UE can simultaneously
access an AP and an eNB, the AP may be, for example,
an eNB of a wireless LAN network, and the eNB may be
an eNB of a cellular network. A serving gateway (S-GW)
may manage mobility of a user plane and may be respon-

sible for data transmission and reception between an
eNB and a packet data network gateway (P-GW). In ad-
dition, the S-GW may be responsible for a function of a
mobile anchor when the UE performs handover. The P-
GW may be a gateway for access to a packet data net-
work (PDN) in an evolved packet core (EPC). The UE is
assumed to simultaneously access the AP and the eNB.
[0065] The procedure illustrated in FIG. 5 is largely
classified into 1. WLAN link failure detection procedure
and 2. Seamless/Errorless data mobility procedure.
[0066] When link between the UE and the AP is dis-
connected, the AP may buffer DL data to be transmitted
to the UE (S505). The UE may detect that data link with
the AP is disconnected (S510) and transmits link failure
report (LFR) to the eNB (S515). The LFR may be a mes-
sage for indicating that link between the UE and the AP
is disconnected and may include at least one of a code
indicating the reason for disconnection of a link with an
ID AP of the AP, QoS information of disconnected link
with the AP, a request for switching the disconnected link
with the AP to link with an eNB, and a first timer indicating
a deadline for switching the link with the AP into link with
the eNB. An ID of the AP may be an ID used in a WLAN
such as a BSSID and a SSID. When the AP is an eAP
with a wired/wireless backhaul interface with the eNB,
the ID of the AP may be an ID of the AP defined in a
cellular network as well as a WLAN.
[0067] The eNB may start a first timer at a time point
for receiving the LFR and switch link with the AP into link
with the eNB until the first timer expires. When link switch-
ing fails until the first timer expires, the eNB may newly
start setting for addition of DRB with the UE.
[0068] The UE may transmit the disassociation notifi-
cation to the AP (S525). For example, when the UE has
data link that is transmitted and received to and from the
AP and needs to transmit the disassociation notification
for specific reason, the UE may transmit a release noti-
fication message set for switching request of data link for
requesting switching data link to the eNB, to the AP. The
disassociation notification may include a parameter for
switching request of data link. The disassociation notifi-
cation may include a second timer indicating time for buff-
ering downlink data of a UE in an AP after disconnection
of the link. For example, the AP may start the second
timer from a time point for receiving release notification
or a time point for disconnecting link with the UE. The AP
may buffer downlink data of the UE until the second timer
expires. When the second timer expires, the AP may dis-
regard downlink data of the UE. However, when there is
separate request from an IWE or an eNB, even if the
second timer expires, downlink data of the UE may not
be discarded. According to an embodiment of the present
invention, the second timer and the first timer may be set
to be the same value.
[0069] The eNB that receives the LFR from the UE may
transmit the LFR to the IWE in order to indicate that link
between the UE and the AP is disconnected to the IWE
(S520). The eNB may transmit the LFR to request the
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IWE to switch flow of downlink data of the UE, transmitted
to the AP, to the eNB.
[0070] The eNB and the IWE that receive the LFR may
be set to transmit data buffered in the AP to a cellular
network (S530). For example, the eNB may set a bearer
of an AP and X2b interfaces the eNB may set an S-GW
and an S1 bearer (S540). The bearer of the X2b interface
may be set using an ID of an AP, included in the LFR.
For example, the eNB may identify an AP that transmits
and receives data to and from the UE using the ID of the
AP and set the identified AP and bearer.
[0071] When the P-GW transmits downlink data of the
UE to the AP (S535), the AP may forward downlink data
to the eNB through the X2b bearer. The eNB may transmit
the forwarded downlink data of the UE to the UE through
the DRB (S550).
[0072] In other words, the eNB may relay downlink data
of the UE, buffered in the AP, to the UE from the AP until
flow is switched from link between the UE and the AP is
disconnected. When flow is switched, the S-GW may
transmit the downlink data of the UE to the eNB without
transmission to the AP (S555).
[0073] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a method for
managing link failure according to another embodiment
of the present invention. A repeated description in the
aforementioned embodiments will be omitted here.
[0074] A UE may transmit link failure report (LFR) to
an eNB (S605). The eNB may transmit the LFR to an
IWE (S610). The UE may transmit disassociation notifi-
cation to an AP (S615).
[0075] The AP may transmit a data mobility request to
the eNB and the eNB may transmit data mobility re-
sponse to the AP (S620). The data mobility request may
include at least one of an ID of the eNB, UE context in-
formation, an ID of the UE, and QoS related information
of the UE.
[0076] For example, the eNB that receives the data
mobility request may generate an ID of a data radio bear-
er (DRB) to be used between the eNB and the UE and
a tunneling endpoint identifier (TEID) of an AP in a direct
tunnel between the AP and the eNB. The eNB may es-
tablish an S-GW and UL S1 Bearer in order to transmit
UL data of the UE (S630) and establish a UE and DL/UL
DRB bearer (S625). In addition, the eNB may establish
an X2b bearer in order to receive DL data from the AP
(S635). Through this, a direct tunnel for DL data forward-
ing of the UE between the AP and the eNB may be gen-
erated. The data mobility response may include a TEID
and E-RAB ID of the eNB. The AP may transmit data of
the UE, which is being buffered using the received TEID,
to the eNB.
[0077] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating a protocol stack
of an X2b interface for generation of a direct tunnel. When
an eNB and an AP are connected through a wireless
interface, the eNB may establish a data radio bearer
(DRB) for a data plane of a direct tunnel through a pro-
tocol stack including only an L1 layer and an L2 layer and
transmit control information to the AP via RRC signaling.

[0078] When the eNB and the AP are connected
through a wired interface, a GTP tunnel for a data plane
of the directed tunnel may be established through a
GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP)-U protocol stack, and
control information may be transmitted to the AP via
X2AP signaling.
[0079] The AP may transmit SN status transfer to the
eNB (S640). The SN status transfer may include DL count
and UL count. The eNB may know a first packet to be
transmitted and received to and from the UE through the
SN status transfer. For example, the eNB may acquire a
sequence number (SN) of D1 data that is transmitted to
the UE before link between the UE and AP is disconnect-
ed, through the direct tunnel. The AP may transmit the
SN status transfer and then transmit the buffered DL data
to the eNB.
[0080] The eNB may instruct the UE to transmit and
receive data that is being transmitted and received to and
from the AP, through the eNB (S645). For example, the
eNB may transmit data mobility request including the
DRB ID (DL/UL) to the UE so as to indicate a DRB ID,
to which data transmitted and received to and from the
AP is to be mapped, to the UE.
[0081] The UE may transmit data mobility ACK to the
eNB (S660).
[0082] The UE may transmit UL data transmitted to the
AP to the eNB through the UL DRB (S650). The eNB
may transmit UL data of the UE to the S-GW through the
UL S1 bearer (S655).
[0083] The AP may receive DL data of the UE from a
P-GW through the S2b bearer (S665) and forward DL
data of the UE to the eNB through the X2b bearer (S670).
The eNB may transmit DL data that has been received
from the AP through the DL DRB, to the UE (S680).
[0084] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a method for
managing link failure according to another embodiment
of the present invention. A repeated description in the
aforementioned embodiments will be omitted here.
[0085] First, a procedure for establishing a DL S1 bear-
er between the eNB and the IWE will be described. The
eNB may transmit a path switch request to the IWE
(S805). The path switch request may be a message in-
dicating that a cell served by the UE is changed to the
eNB from the AP and requesting switching of data flow.
[0086] The IWE may transmit a flow/IP binding update
(data path switch related) message to the S-GW/P-GW
so as to change data flow, which is being changed to the
AP, to the eNB (S810 and S815). In this case, the S-GW
may establish a DL S1 bearer to the eNB (S820).
[0087] Next, transmission of an end marker will be de-
scribed. The P-GW may transmit data through an S2b
bearer together with an end marker (EM) indicating end
of data transmitted to the AP (S825). The AP may forward
data including the EM to the eNB (S830). The eNB that
receive transmitted data together with the EM may know
that there is no UE data transmitted from the AP any
longer. Accordingly, the eNB may transmit data transmit-
ted to the DL S1 bearer directly to the UE.
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[0088] The eNB that receives the EM may transmit an
X2b/S2b bearer release message indicating that infor-
mation about the UE is entirely released, to the AP, and
the AP that receives the X2b/S2b bearer release mes-
sage may release the S2b bearer about the UE (S845).
The IWE may transmit a path switch request ACK mes-
sage to the eNB so as to indicate that data flow is
switched, to the eNB. The eNB may instruct the AP to
release X2b bearer establishment and UE context be-
cause data flow of the UE has been completely switched.
[0089] The P-GW may transmit data after the EM to
the eNB through the newly established DL S1 bearer
(S850).
[0090] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a UE and an eNB
according to an embodiment of the present invention. A
repeated description in the aforementioned embodi-
ments will be omitted here. It would be obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art that the aforementioned embodi-
ments are implemented by the UE and the eNB illustrated
in FIG. 9.
[0091] The eNB illustrated in FIG. 9 may be an IWE of
a first RAT or an eNB (e.g., AP) of a second RAT. A RAT
100 may be the aforementioned first RAT or second RAT.
Although FIG. 9 illustrates one eNB 105 and one UE 110
(which includes a D2D UE), the RAT 100 may include
one or more eNBs and/or one or more UEs.
[0092] Referring to FIG. 9, the base station 105 may
include a transmission (Tx) data processor 115, a symbol
modulator 120, a transmitter 125, a transmit/receive an-
tenna 130, a processor 180, a memory 185, a receiver
190, a symbol demodulator 195, and a reception (Rx)
data processor 197. The UE 110 may include a Tx data
processor 165, a symbol modulator 170, a transmitter
175, a transmit/receive antenna 135, a processor 155, a
memory 160, a receiver 140, a symbol demodulator 155,
and an Rx data processor 150. Although one antenna
130 and one antenna 135 are respectively included in
the base station 105 and the UE 110, each of the base
station 105 and the UE 110 includes a plurality of anten-
nas. Accordingly, the base station 105 and the UE 110
according to the present invention support a Multiple In-
put Multiple Output (MIMO) system. The base station 105
and the UE 110 according to the present invention sup-
port both a Single User-MIMO (SU-MIMO) scheme and
a Multi User-MIMO (MU-MIMO) scheme.
[0093] In downlink, the Tx data processor 115 receives
traffic data, formats and codes the received traffic data,
interleaves and modulates the coded traffic data (or per-
forms symbol mapping), and provides modulated sym-
bols ("data symbols"). The symbol modulator 120 re-
ceives and processes the data symbols and pilot symbols
and provides a symbol stream.
[0094] The symbol modulator 120 multiplexes data
and pilot signals and transmits the multiplexed data to
the transmitter 125. At this time, the transmitted symbols
may be data symbols, pilot symbols or zero signal values.
In each symbol period, the pilot symbols may be consec-
utively transmitted. The pilot symbols may be Frequency

Division Multiplexed (FDM), Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexed (OFDM), Time Division Multiplexed
(TDM) or Code Division Multiplexed (CDM) symbols.
[0095] The transmitter 125 receives and converts the
symbol stream into one or more analog signals, addition-
ally adjusts (e.g., amplifies, filters, and frequency-up-
converts) the analog signals, and generates a downlink
signal suitable for transmission through a radio channel.
Subsequently, the downlink signal is transmitted to the
UE through the antenna 130.
[0096] In the UE 110, the receive antenna 135 receives
the downlink signal from the eNB and provides the re-
ceived signal to the receiver 140. The receiver 140 ad-
justs (e.g., filters, amplifies, frequency-down-converts)
the received signal and digitizes the adjusted signal so
as to acquire samples. The symbol demodulator 145 de-
modulates the received pilot symbols and provides the
demodulated pilot symbols to the processor 155, for
channel estimation.
[0097] The symbol demodulator 145 receives downlink
frequency response estimation values from the proces-
sor 155, performs data demodulation with respect to the
received data symbols, acquires data symbol estimation
values (which are estimation values of the transmitted
data symbols), and provides the data symbol estimation
values to the Rx data processor 150. The Rx data proc-
essor 150 demodulates (that is, symbol-demaps and
deinterleaves) the data symbol estimation values, de-
codes the demodulated values, and restores transmitted
traffic data.
[0098] The processes performed by the symbol de-
modulator 145 and the Rx data processor 150 are com-
plementary to the processes performed by the symbol
modulator 120 and the Tx data processor 115 of the base
station 105.
[0099] In the UE 110, in uplink, the Tx data processor
165 processes the traffic data and provides data sym-
bols. The symbol modulator 170 receives the data sym-
bols, multiplexes the data symbols, performs modulation
with respect to the symbols and provides a symbol stream
to the transmitter 175. The transmitter 175 receives and
processes the symbol stream, generates an uplink sig-
nal, and transmits the uplink signal to the base station
105 through the transmit antenna 135.
[0100] The base station 105 receives the uplink signal
from the UE 110 through the receive antenna 130 and
the receiver 190 processes the received uplink signal
and acquires samples. Subsequently, the symbol de-
modulator 195 processes the samples and provides pilot
symbols received in the uplink and data symbol estima-
tion values. The Rx data processor 197 processes the
data symbol estimation values and restores traffic data
transmitted from the UE 110.
[0101] The respective processors 155 and 180 of the
UE 110 and the base station 105 instruct (e.g., control,
adjust, manages, etc.) the respective operations of the
UE 110 and the base station 105. The processors 155
and 180 may be connected to the memories 160 and 185
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for storing program codes and data. The memories 160
and 185 may be respectively connected to the proces-
sors 155 and 180 so as to store operating systems, ap-
plications and general files.
[0102] Each of the processors 155 and 180 may also
be referred to as a controller, a microcontroller, a micro-
processor, a microcomputer, etc. The processors 155
and 180 may be implemented by hardware, firmware,
software, or a combination thereof. If the embodiments
of the present invention are implemented by hardware,
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), Digital
Signal Processors (DSPs), Digital Signal Processing De-
vices (DSPDs), Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs),
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), etc. may be
included in the processors 155 and 180.
[0103] If the embodiments of the present invention are
implemented by firmware or software, the firmware or
software may be configured to include modules, proce-
dures, functions, etc. for performing the functions or op-
erations of the present invention. The firmware or soft-
ware configured to perform the present invention may be
included in the processors 155 and 180 or may be stored
in the memories 160 and 185 so as to be driven by the
processors 155 and 180.
[0104] Layers of the radio interface protocol between
the UE and the eNB in the wireless communication sys-
tem (network) may be classified into a first layer (L1), a
second layer (L2) and a third layer (L3) based on the
three low-level layers of the well-known Open System
Interconnection (OSI) model of a communication system.
A physical layer belongs to the first layer and provides
an information transport service through a physical chan-
nel. A Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer belongs to
the third layer and provides control radio resources be-
tween the UE and the network. The UE and the eNB
exchange RRC messages with each other through a
wireless communication network and the RRC layer.
[0105] In the present specification, although the proc-
essor 155 of the UE and the processor 180 of the base
station perform process signals and data except for a
data transmission/reception function and a storage func-
tion of the UE 110 and the base station 105, for conven-
ience of description, the processors 155 and 180 are not
specially described. Although the processors 155 and
180 are not specially described, the processors 155 and
180 may perform a series of operations such as data
processing except for a signal transmission/reception
function and a storage function.
[0106] The aforementioned embodiments are
achieved by combination of structural elements and fea-
tures of the present invention in a predetermined manner.
Each of the structural elements or features should be
considered selectively unless specified separately. Each
of the structural elements or features may be carried out
without being combined with other structural elements or
features. Also, some structural elements and/or features
may be combined with one another to constitute the em-
bodiments of the present invention. The order of opera-

tions described in the embodiments of the present inven-
tion may be changed. Some structural elements or fea-
tures of one embodiment may be included in another
embodiment, or may be replaced with corresponding
structural elements or features of another embodiment.
Moreover, it will be apparent that some claims referring
to specific claims may be combined with other claims
referring to the other claims other than the specific claims
to constitute the embodiment or add new claims by
means of amendment after the application is filed.
[0107] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the
present invention may be carried out in other specific
ways than those set forth herein without departing from
the spirit and essential characteristics of the present in-
vention. The above exemplary embodiments are there-
fore to be construed in all aspects as illustrative and not
restrictive. The scope of the invention should be deter-
mined by the appended claims and their legal equiva-
lents, not by the above description, and all changes com-
ing within the meaning and equivalency range of the ap-
pended claims are intended to be embraced therein.

Claims

1. A method for managing link failure of a user equip-
ment (UE) that transceives data with a base station
(BS) of a second radio access technology (RAT) by
a BS of a first RAT, the method comprising:

receiving link failure report (LFR) indicating that
link between the UE and the BS of the second
RAT is disconnected, from the UE;
requesting an entity of the first RAT which man-
ages interworking between the first RAT and the
second RAT to switch flow of downlink data of
the UE to the BS of the first RAT, the downlink
data ofthe UE has been transmitted to the BS
ofthe second RAT;
establishing a direct tunnel between the BS of
the first RAT and the BS of the second RAT using
an identifier (ID) ofthe BS of the second RAT,
included in the LFR of the UE; and
relaying downlink data of the UE, buffered in the
BS of the second RAT, from the BS ofthe second
RAT until the flow is switched after the link is
disconnected.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

receiving the downlink data of the UE, buffered
in the BS of the second RAT, through the direct
tunnel; and
releasing the direct tunnel upon detecting an end
marker (EM) from the downlink data of the UE,
received through the direct tunnel.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the es-
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tablishing of the direct tunnel comprises:

establishing a data radio bearer (DRB) for a data
plane of the direct tunnel through a protocol
stack comprising an L1 layer and an L2 layer
when the BS ofthe first RAT and the BS ofthe
second RAT are connected via a wireless inter-
face; and
establishing a GPRS tunneling protocol (GTP)
tunnel for a data plane of the direct tunnel
through a GTP-U protocol stack when the BS of
the first RAT and the BS of the second RAT are
connected via a wired interface.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the es-
tablishing of the direct tunnel comprises:

receiving a data mobility request comprising at
least one of an ID of the BS of the first RAT, an
ID of the UE, and QoS related information of the
UE, from the BS of the second RAT;
generating an ID of a data radio bearer (DRB)
to be used between the UE and the BS of the
first RAT and a tunneling endpoint identifier
(TEID) of the BS of the first RAT in the direct
tunnel; and
transmitting acknowledgement (ACK) compris-
ing the TEID of the BS of the first RAT to the BS
of the second RAT.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:

receiving the downlink data of the UE through
the direct tunnel using the TEID of the BS of the
first RAT; and
transmitting the received downlink data of the
UE to the UE using the ID of the DRB.

6. The method according to claim 1, further comprising
acquiring a sequence number (SN) of the downlink
data of the UE, transmitted to the UE, through the
direct tunnel until the link from the BS of the second
RAT is disconnected.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the relay-
ing of the downlink data comprises relaying the
downlink data to the UE from downlink data imme-
diately after the acquired SN.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the LFR
comprises at least one of the ID of the BS of the
second RAT, a code indicating the reason for dis-
connection of the link, QoS information of discon-
nected link, a request of the UE for switching the
disconnected link, and a timer indicating a deadline
for switching the link.

9. A method for controlling link failure by a user equip-

ment (UE) that simultaneously accesses multi-radio
access technology (RAT), the method comprising:

transmitting disassociation notification for re-
questing switch of link with a base station (BS)
of a second RAT to a BS of a first RAT, to the
BS of the second RAT;
transmitting link failure report (LFR) indicating
that link with the BS of the second RAT is dis-
connected to the BS of the first RAT; and
receiving downlink data of the UE, buffered in
the BS of the second RAT, from the BS of the
first RAT after the link is disconnected,
wherein the downlink data of the UE, buffered
in the BS of the second RAT, is received by the
UE through a direct tunnel between the BS of
the first RAT and the BS of the second RAT,
established based on downlink LFR of the UE.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the LFR
comprises at least one of the ID of the BS of the
second RAT, a code indicating the reason for dis-
connection of the link, QoS information of discon-
nected link, a request of the UE for switching the
disconnected link, and a first timer indicating a dead-
line for switching the link.

11. The method according to claim 10, further compris-
ing starting setting for adding a data radio bearer
(DRB) to the BS of the first RAT when the discon-
nected link is not added to the BS of the first RAT
until the first timer is completed.

12. The method according to claim 9, wherein the dis-
association notification comprises a second timer in-
dicating time for buffering the downlink data of the
UE by the BS of the second RAT.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the
downlink data of the UE, buffered in the BS of the
second RAT, is discarded when the disconnected
link is not switched to the BS of the first RAT until
the second timer expires.

14. A base station (BS) of a first radio access technology
(RAT) for managing link failure of a user equipment
(UE) that transceives data with a base station (BS)
of a second RAT, the BS comprising:

a transceiving module for transmitting and re-
ceiving a wired or wireless signal; and
a processor for controlling the transceiving mod-
ule,
wherein the processor controls the transceiving
module to receive link failure report (LFR) indi-
cating that link between the UE and the BS of
the second RAT is disconnected, from the UE,
to request an entity of the first RAT which man-
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ages interworking between the first RAT and the
second RAT to switch flow of downlink data of
the UE to the BS of the first RAT, the downlink
data of the UE has been transmitted to the BS
of the second RAT, to establish a direct tunnel
between the BS of the first RAT and the BS of
the second RAT using an identifier (ID) of the
BS of the second RAT, included in the LFR of
the UE, and to relay downlink data of the UE,
buffered in the BS of the second RAT, from the
BS of the second RAT until the flow is switched
after the link is disconnected.

15. A user equipment (UE) that simultaneously access-
es multi-radio access technology (RAT), the UE
comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) module for transmitting
and receiving a wireless signal; and
a processor for controlling the RF module,
wherein:

the processor controls the RF module to
transmit disassociation notification for re-
questing switch of link with a base station
(BS) of a second RAT to a BS of a first RAT,
to the BS of the second RAT, to transmit
link failure report (LFR) indicating that link
with the BS of the second RAT is discon-
nected to the BS of the first RAT, and to
receive downlink data of the UE, buffered
in the BS of the second RAT, from the BS
of the first RAT after the link is disconnected;
and
the downlink data of the UE, buffered in the
BS of the second RAT, is received by the
UE through a direct tunnel between the BS
of the first RAT and the BS of the second
RAT, established based on downlink LFR
of the UE.
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